q property: PROPERTY FIT
What kind of investor are you? Why most property investors fail
The vast majority of Australian property investors only own one or two investment properties – and
there’s a huge difference between those who simply buy a property or two as an investment, and
professional property investors who have the knowledge and skills to build long lasting property
portfolios. So, why do most property investors fail to achieve their investment potential?
First up, you need to decide what type of investor you want to be. Are you happy investing in property
as a hobby, and satisfied with relatively modest results? Or, are you seeking outstanding results and
willing to treat investing as a professional business by putting in the corresponding time and effort?
Keeping this question in mind, let’s take a step back to establish what type of investor you are.
If you’re not already financially free then you likely fit into one, or a combination, of the investor types
profiled below. Bear in mind that while the categories are obvious generalisations, you’re still likely
to recognise parts of your personality.
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The Impatient Investor has a passion for property and is eager to get started. However they tend to
throw their money at any old wall (or in this case market) to see what sticks without establishing a
sound strategy first. They prefer to bypass all the 'boring/trivial' education to try and get rich quick;
addicted to immediate outcomes rather than planning for the long term.
The Burnt Investor tends to dwell on past investments that 'went wrong' or didn’t live up to their
expectations. Their inability to let go of the past, learn from their mistakes and create a better
strategy holds them back. These investors need to own the outcome of their investing – take
responsibility for it – so they can learn from their mistakes and move forward successfully.

The Cynical Investor asks lots of questions and doesn’t settle for mediocrity. They have a curious
and eager mind, with just enough scepticism to be able to think critically. However they tend not to
trust themselves and, by extension of this, anyone else - letting doubts and worries get the better
of them and impede their decisions. To get better results they need to spend more time educating
themselves on what could work, rather than focusing on what doesn’t.
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There are numerous variations on the investor types above, but you can see that there are only
two groups that can succeed at a sustainably high level – the ‘Ah-Ha Investor’ and the ‘Armchair
Investor’. If you identify with any of the other types, that’s okay, because that means there’s room to
grow if you want to pick up your property game!
The choice for any investor is: Do you want to continue making the same (largely avoidable) mistakes,
or are you looking to enhance your learning experiences and increase your investment results?
Whatever your reasons are for investing, if you accept that you need to create a clear plan, surround
yourself with great people and recognise that achieving results is going to take time and effort, then
virtually anyone can achieve outstanding results.
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